
NINA’s Rights Retention Policy   
The Norwegian Institute for Nature Research 
is an independent foundation that conducts 
research on nature and the interaction that 

takes place between nature and society.

NINA contributes to sustainable social de-
velopment by delivering research-based and 

up-to-date knowledge about biodiversity, 
climate and society. Our motto is ‘Coopera-
tion and expertise for a sustainable future’.

NINA is recognised nationally and interna-
tionally for socially beneficial nature rese-
arch. Our work is of high scientific quality 

and integrity, and we deliver knowledge 
for use in politics, administration and value 

creation. This is how we help society make 
sustainable choices.

Our work includes research and investiga-
tion, environmental monitoring, 

consulting and evaluation.

At NINA, it is a goal to deliver open know-
ledge through publication in accordance 

with the requirements set out by Norwegian 
public authorities, the EU and cOAlition S.

Samarbeid og kunnskap for framtidas miljøløsninger

cOAlition S and the Research Council of Norway have defined a rights stra-
tegy where individual authors who have received funding from them retain 
the rights to one AAM version of the publication (at least the accepted AAM 
version), by imposing a cc-by license on it:

«This research was funded, in whole or in part, by The Research Council of 
Norway [6-sifret prosjektnummer]. A CC BY or equivalent licence is applied to 
any Author Accepted Manuscript (AAM) version arising from this submission, in 
accordance with the grant’s open access conditions.»

To make it even easier for individual NINA researchers to publish openly, 
NINA has also adopted a rights retention policy which encompasses all sci-
entific contributions made by NINA researchers. In this policy, NINA reserves 
the right to make available all accepted manuscripts in NINA’s research ar-
chive:

«With this policy, NINA makes publishers of scientific publications aware that 
at least the accepted, peer-reviewed manuscripts of the institution’s employees 
are made openly available online under a Creative Commons license. This ap-
plies regardless of subsequent agreements that are entered into with publishing 
houses and publishers.»

Plan S outlines three ways to publish openly:

• Publications published with Gold or Diamond open access
• Publications published with green open access
• Publications published under a transitional agreement with a publisher

As a general rule, all scientific publications and reports published in NINA’s 
series by NINA authors are archived in NINA’s Repository.

NINA’s rights retention policy allows publications in subscription-based 
journals to be made openly available upon publication (without embargo) 
(green open access).

Common to the three publication methods: NINA recommends using 
Creative Commons licenses, preferably CC BY.
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